


EXECUTlVE SUMMARY 
Mist is a blockchain-based action RPG game centered around NFTs, Staking, and Farming. 

Built with Unity using the in-house Mist NFT Game Framework (MNGF), the project offers 

players an immersive in-game environment with five playable character classes and 

countless spells, abilities, and environments. 

In-game NFTs are obtained via rare monster drops and in-game events. The NFTs in Mist 

are not like the typical "collectible card" NFTs so common in crypto today. Instead, they 

are usable and functional NFTs that can be inserted into the Mist Game Framework and 

become special in-game items. 

These NFTs can be bought or sold both in the in-game exchanges (auction houses) or in 

3rd party NFT exchanges outside the game world. 

Players can stake the in-game currency (the MIST native token) by purchasing or investing 

in in-game businesses, such as taverns, general stores, and more. By "staking" this way, 

players earn rewards as in-game businesses generate revenue. 

Players can also farm by "purchasing" farmland, farms, or livestock. As your farms work, 

you receive rewards. 

All of these elements are built and run on the Binance Smart Chain. Each function is 

intertwined with the blockchain, and the MIST in-game currency is creatively used for 

these functions. 
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BOlL T ON ONlTY 
�unity 

Arguably, the most important part of Unity is the ease of use. It allows us to synchronize 

game builds and code through Unity Teams Collaborate module. This is particularly 

important when working with an international team of developers trying to synchronize 

their progress despite working in different timezones. Unity's native language, C#, allows 

us to develop the network communication protocols necessary for Mist NFT Framework 

using a very powerful application framework library, .NET. 

As opposed to Unreal engine, which inherently uses C++ or Blueprints, C# is a 

component-oriented programming language. By treating the in-game objects as 

components and in-game systems (such as inventory, spell, quest log, etc.) as behaviors, 

it allows us to really create something unique and coherent with the systems that exist in 

the real world. 

The Mist NFT Framework aims to allow game developers to create and deploy multiplayer 

ARPGs that include systems such as: 

• Inventory system that connects to BSC

• Ability system

• Quest system

• Zone system

• Weapon system

• Adjustable UI / SFX system

• NPC system

• Alignment system

Of course, all developed in a way that allows users to just drag and drop these scripts into 

the editor scene, without writing a single line of code. This is made possible through a 

very intricate series of polymorphisms and programming abstractions. 

We are very much aware of the strengths and weaknesses of developing a framework that 

connects to BSC using C#. In order to provide a seamless blockchain connectivity, our 

framework consists of a Python SDK that runs on the server-side, allowing transactions 

to be routed into Binance Smart Chain with each user's account information securely 

forwarded to the smart contracts responsible for farming, mining, and NFT rewards. 
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Q3 2021
- NFT Storefront Partnership

- MIST Native 3D Immersive NFT Marketplace goes live 

- Steam Store Reveal in Early September

- Closed demo tester selection begins

Q4 2021

- Closed demo begins

Q1 2022

- Framework Development

2022 

- Game Goes Live (Exact Date depends on Closed Demo performance)








